Synopsis

This text includes three full-scale enterprise level applications with 100 per cent source code. It covers VoiceXML with other technologies such as ASP.NET, JSP, Servlets and ColdFusion.
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Customer Reviews

This is a no crap book. I didn't need a tome that would tell me what I want. I know what I need to do I just needed a book that would help in the How To part. Some of the application discussed in this book are of commercial quality in their design and functionaly. the stuff on the voice command performace shows the author's experiance on the matter. I could have done with some more stuff on IP telephony but the application discussed here elaborates a design which is common more or less in a lot of IP telephony apps. Nothing really usefull though but you can realy take the concept and the code further as you please and gives you something to think about. The very presence of the IP telephony introductory chapter in the books kind of completes the book and the discussion. I wouldn't mind though if this book had a few more pages and completed many application that I though were on the verge on being turn key solutions.

While this is the only book I could find with direct reference to VoiceXML, ASP and SALT, it was a dissapointment. The title says VoiceXML 2.0, but the major examples are all given in 1.0 syntax. There are many errors and the formatting is poor. Finally, there is no discussion about
mixed-initiative applications or natural language processing.
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